BUS LANES ARE ESSENTIAL
HYLAN BOULEVARD BUS LANE, STATEN ISLAND

Length: 6.6 miles
Essential Work Sites Covered: 3,179
Hospitals/Urgent Care Centers Served: 17
Routes Improved (10): S57, S78, S79 SBS, SIM1, SIM1C, SIM10, SIM5, SIM6, SIM7, SIM9
Estimated Ridership: 30,000 daily weekday riders

The Hylan Boulevard Bus Lane will span 6.6 miles between Lincoln Avenue to Nelson Avenue in Staten Island. The new dedicated bus lane will improve service for ten bus routes that connect Staten Island to Brooklyn and Manhattan, serving roughly 30,000 daily bus riders, or 30 percent of the borough’s total daily ridership. The routes utilizing the new bus lane will connect riders to roughly 3,179 essential work sites, as well as 17 hospitals and urgent care centers.

For more information, visit www.tstc.org